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Abstract 

The lymphatic system plays an integral role in the development and progression of a range of 

disease conditions, which has impelled medical researchers and clinicians to design, develop 

and utilize advanced lymphatic drug delivery systems. Following interstitial administration, 

most therapeutics and molecules are cleared from tissues via the draining blood capillaries. 

Macromolecules and delivery systems >20 kDa in size or 10-100 nm in diameter are, however, 

transported from the interstitium via draining lymphatic vessels as they are too large to cross 

the blood capillary endothelium. Lymphatic uptake of small molecules can be promoted by two 

general approaches: administration in association with synthetic macromolecular constructs, 

or through hitchhiking on endogenous cells or macromolecular carriers that are transported 

from tissues via the lymphatics. In this paper we review the latter approach where molecules 

are targeted to lymph by hitchhiking on endogenous albumin transport pathways after 

subcutaneous, intramuscular or intradermal injection. We describe the properties of the 

lymphatic system and albumin that are relevant to lymphatic targeting, the characteristics of 

drugs and delivery systems designed to hitchhike on albumin trafficking pathways and how to 

further optimise these properties, and finally the current applications and potential future 

directions for albumin-hitchhiking approaches to target the lymphatics.  
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1. Introduction 

The lymphatic system is one of eleven major systems in the human body. The lymphatic 

system consists of three main components: circulating fluid (lymph), the network of vessels 

through which lymph flows, and lymphoid organs including the lymph nodes, spleen, tonsils 

and thymus [1]. Fluid enters the lymphatics via small lymphatic capillaries within tissues that 

flow through to larger pre-collecting and collecting lymphatic vessels that enter and exit lymph 

nodes (Figure 1). Eventually the lymphatic vessels converge at either the thoracic lymph duct 

or right lymphatic duct which empty lymph into the blood circulation at the subclavian veins 

[2].   The lymphatic system thus has physiological functions in maintaining fluid balance [2], 

removal of cellular debris and toxic waste products, regulation of immune surveillance and 

response, and transport of lipids (in the form of lipoproteins) from tissues to the blood 

circulation [3, 4].  

A rising number of studies are further demonstrating the prominent role of lymphatic function 

in the development and progression of diseases [5-7] such as cancers and metastases [8], 

autoimmune diseases [9], cardiovascular diseases such as atherosclerosis and heart failure 

[10, 11], obesity and insulin resistance [11], liver diseases and ascites [12], infectious diseases 

(e.g. lymphatic filariasis, HIV, hepatitis and Ebola viruses etc) [13-16], acute and critical 

illnesses [17], and solid organ transplant rejection [18]. This has intensified research into the 

design and application of delivery systems to target the lymphatics for imaging, diagnostic and 

therapeutic purposes [3, 19, 20]. These advanced lymphatic-targeted drug delivery systems 

have been found to be effective in treating several lymph-resident diseases such as cancer 

and infectious diseases [3, 19, 20]. Most of these delivery systems are focussed on delivering 

to lymph via association of therapeutics with exogenous or endogenous macromolecular 

carriers that are too large to enter blood capillaries following interstitial administration (i.e. 

subcutaneous (SC), intradermal or intramuscular injection) and instead are transported via the 

lymph. A sophisticated new approach to deliver to the lymphatics following interstitial 

administration is by hitchhiking onto the endogenous trafficking pathway of albumin which is 

returned from tissues to the blood circulation via the lymphatic system. While many review 

papers have been published about the utilization of albumin in drug delivery systems [21-26], 

these have focussed on binding of therapeutics to endogenous or exogenous albumin to 

enhance delivery to target diseases (e.g. cancer or inflammatory diseases), or to extend the 

plasma half-life of drugs or peptides. In the current review, we specifically focus on emerging 

approaches in which an albumin binding moiety (ABM) is employed to facilitate binding to 

endogenous albumin and subsequent trafficking through the lymphatic system following 

interstitial injection. This approach was first described for vaccination by Liu et al in 2014 [27] 

and has rapidly been adapted by many groups to target the lymphatic system for vaccination, 
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or to treat or diagnose lymph-resident diseases. Our review is the first to summarise these 

important studies. We first describe general strategies to deliver drugs to the lymphatic 

system. We then focus on the biological, chemical and physical properties of albumin that are 

relevant to lymphatic targeting and transport of therapeutics and imaging agents. This is 

followed by an analysis of the characteristics of therapeutics and delivery systems that have 

previously been designed to hitchhike on albumin trafficking pathways. We propose potential 

measures to further optimise albumin-hitchhiking approaches. Finally, we summarise current 

and potential future imaging, diagnostic and therapeutic applications for albumin-hitchhiking 

approaches. Overall, this review aims to stimulate more research in this promising field, and 

suggests potential directions to realise the full clinical potential of albumin-hitchhiking 

approaches to target the lymphatics. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: A) Blind-ended lymphatic capillary surrounded by an incomplete basement membrane. The 

capillary is attached via anchoring filaments to elastin fibres in the extracellular matrix. B) Collecting 

lymphatic vessel which contains a surrounding smooth muscle layer and segments (lymphangions) 

separated by valves. Arrows indicate the unidirectional flow of lymph. C) Lymph nodes are rich in 

immune cells that regulate immune responses to antigens to clear infections, cancers etc. Lymph enters 

the lymph node through afferent lymphatic vessels and leaves it via the efferent lymphatic vessel. This 

diagram was adapted with permission from reference [3].  
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2. General strategies to target delivery to the lymphatic system 

Most therapeutics and molecules are cleared from tissues and administration sites via the 

draining blood capillaries, as blood flow is typically 100-500 fold higher than lymph flow from 

tissues [28, 29]. In contrast, macromolecules and delivery systems >20 kDa in molecular 

weight or 10-100 nm in diameter are transported from the interstitium via the draining 

lymphatic vessels [28-36] (Figure 2). Macromolecules and nano-sized delivery systems are 

typically transported via lymphatic vessels as they are too large to cross the relatively 

impermeable blood capillary endothelium. In addition, modelling suggests that the movement 

of macromolecules through the interstitium is driven more by convection than diffusion, and 

thus transport is driven toward the lymphatics via the movement of fluid from blood to 

lymphatic capillaries [37]. Active transport pathways (e.g. neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn)), 

clathrin and caveolin mediated endocytosis across the blood and lymphatic capillary 

endothelium may also influence the distribution of macromolecules and delivery systems [38, 

39]. On the other hand, very large macromolecules and delivery systems greater than 100 nm 

in hydro-dynamic diameter can become trapped in the interstitium as passage through this 

space occurs via water channels that are ~100 nm in diameter [28, 40, 41].  

 

Lymphatic uptake of small molecules following interstitial administration has been promoted 

by two general approaches: administration of small molecules in association with synthetic 

nano-sized constructs, or through hitchhiking on immune cells or natural macromolecular 

carriers such as albumin, lipoproteins or antibodies that are transported from tissues via the 

lymphatics [3, 42, 43]. Several macromolecular constructs including liposomes [44], 

nanoparticles (such as polymer, silica, solid lipid nanoparticles etc.) [45-47],  polymeric 

micelles [48], macromolecule polymers (such as dendrimers) [49] and lipoproteins (e.g. HDL, 

LDL) [50] have been utilised in pre-clinical studies to target therapeutics and imaging agents 

to the lymphatic system following interstitial administration. Lymphatic targeting can also be 

achieved via oral administration of highly lipophilic drugs or prodrugs that incorporate into 

lipoprotein trafficking pathways into lymph [51]. The application of lymph targeting delivery 

systems has been demonstrated to enhance vaccination, and the treatment and diagnosis of 

lymph-resident diseases (such as cancer, infectious disease, inflammatory disease [47, 52-

61]. The utilization of nano-sized drug delivery systems loaded with drugs (e.g. 

chemotherapeutic agents, molecular vaccines, anti-infective agents etc.) to target the 

lymphatic system has been extensively reviewed [52-54]. In this review we specifically focus 

on lymphatic targeting achieved by hitchhiking on albumin trafficking pathways. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of small and large molecules and particles following SC injection. (1) Most 

therapeutics and molecules are cleared from tissues and administration sites via the draining blood 

capillaries as blood flow is typically 100-500-fold higher than lymph flow from tissues. (2) In contrast, 

macromolecules and delivery systems >20 kDa in size or 10-100 nm in diameter distribute from 

interstitial fluid into initial lymphatic vessels. Uptake into lymphatic vessels may occur via paracellular 

transport between lymphatic endothelial cells (2) or via active transcellular transport (3). Lymphatic 

uptake of small molecules can be promoted through hitchhiking on an endogenous macromolecular 

carrier such as albumin that is transported from tissues via the lymphatics (4). We crafted this figure by 

using and modifying images from Servier Medical Art. (http://smart.servier.com).  

 

3. Biological, chemical and physical properties of albumin relevant to lymphatic 

targeting 

Albumin is the most abundant protein in the blood, interstitial fluid and lymph; albumin forms 

~55%, 68%, and 65% of the total protein content of plasma, interstitial fluid and lymph, 

respectively [62]. The albumin concentration in interstitial fluid is very similar to its 

concentration in lymph (~1.6-1.8 gm/dl) [62]. Albumin has many important physiological 

functions: maintenance of the colloidal oncotic pressure of the blood; binding and transport of 

several endogenous molecules (e.g. long chain fatty acids, bilirubin, trace elements such as 
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copper and nickel, calcium, and thyroxine); maintenance of blood pH; and provision of amino 

acid metabolites to peripheral tissues [22, 63].  

 

Albumin is synthesised by the liver and has a molecular weight of 66.5 kDa [63]. It has an 

ellipsoid shape with an approximate size of 3.8 x 15 nm [64]. Compared with other plasma 

proteins albumin has an extended average half-life of 19 days [63]. This extended half-life is 

facilitated by FcRn mediated protection from cellular lysosomal proteolytic/catabolic 

degradation, and megalin/cubulin-complex formation which reduces renal clearance [65-67]. 

Serum albumin has two well-defined primary hydrophobic binding sites (called Sudlow site I 

and Sudlow site II) where many drugs bind, including warfarin and ibuprofen [22, 68]. 

However, some drugs such as indomethacin are able to bind at other sites [24, 69].  

 

Albumin is also an important carrier of lipid metabolites in the blood such as long and medium 

chain fatty acids, diacylglycerols and cholesterol [70-75]. While the exact binding site on 

albumin is unknown for many molecules, 6 to 7 independent long chain fatty acid binding sites 

have been identified on albumin (Figure 3) [76]. The presence of these hydrophobic binding 

pockets is responsible for albumin’s high binding affinity for long chain fatty acids [77]. The 

binding of long chain fatty acids to albumin is dependent on two factors: fatty acid chain length 

and the degree of unsaturation of the fatty acid [71]. For example, stearate (C18:0) has a 

higher binding affinity for albumin compared with palmitate (C16:0), while palmitate (C16:0) 

has more albumin binding affinity compared with myristate (C14:0). However, stearate (C18:0) 

has a lower binding affinity for albumin than oleate (C18:1), but a greater affinity compared to 

linoleate (C18:2) [71]. In addition to drugs and lipid metabolites, other molecules such as 

Evans blue dye (EBD) have strong binding affinity for albumin [78, 79]. EBD derivatives have 

been attached to therapeutics to increase albumin binding and prolong half-life, and are used 

for lymphatic identification and imaging, as has been recently reviewed [80, 81]. 
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Figure 3: Domain structure (a) and fatty acid binding sites (b) in human serum albumin. Reprinted from 

reference [77] with permission.  

 

4. General biomedical applications of albumin 

Endogenous and exogenous albumin are used for many applications in medicine. This is 

facilitated by the fact that albumin is biodegradable, non-immunogenic, and exhibits minimal 

toxicity [22]. For example, exogenous albumin is administered in fluid resuscitation to maintain 

blood volume and to restore serum albumin levels in disease conditions associated with low 

serum albumin levels [22, 82]. Serum albumin is also a biomarker for several diseases such 

as rheumatoid arthritis and cancer [21]. Many drugs associate with albumin in the blood, and 

the binding of drugs to endogenous and exogenous albumin impacts drug pharmacokinetics 

and pharmacodynamics [22]. For example, albumin binding can reduce renal elimination by 

albumin recycling through FcRn, and by reducing the free fraction of drug [25, 26]. Also, 

albumin-binding of therapeutics may promote tumour targeting via the enhanced permeation 

and retention effect [83].  

 

Endogenous and exogenous albumin have also been utilized in many drug delivery systems, 

as reviewed recently [22, 24, 84]. ABM are attached to drugs and peptides to facilitate 

reversible non-covalent binding with albumin [85]. This can extend plasma half-life and stability 

of drugs particularly  peptide therapeutics where binding to albumin can protect from rapid 

degradation by enzymes [86]. Several marketed peptides have been conjugated to fatty acids 
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to enhance albumin-binding, including insulins and the glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) 

receptor agonists liraglutide and semaglutide to treat diabetes [26, 87]. This can profoundly 

extend their plasma half-life thus enabling less frequent administration  [87]. For example, the 

GLP-1 agonists liraglutide and semaglutide are conjugated to fatty acids which reduces 

degradation by the enzyme dipeptidyl peptidase IV, prolongs serum half-life and reduces the 

required dosing frequency (e.g. once daily for liraglutide, once weekly for semaglutide) without 

affecting therapeutic efficacy compared to other, non-conjugated GLP-1 receptor agonists 

such as exenatide [87]. Since these peptides are designed to bind to albumin and are 

administered by SC injection, it is quite probable that they are transported away from the 

injection site via the lymphatic system. However, as far as we are aware this has not been 

directly measured. This should be elucidated in future research as lymphatic disposition has 

the potential to influence the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of peptides.  

 

In other albumin-based drug delivery systems, drugs and peptides are covalently bound with 

exogenous albumin or with endogenous albumin (via reactive moieties attached to the 

therapeutic of interest). These systems have mainly be administered via the intravenous (IV) 

route. Conjugation of peptides with endogenous or exogenous albumin has been used to 

extend the plasma half-life of low molecular weight therapeutic peptides [88]. Additionally, 

albumin bound therapeutics have been used to enhance accumulation in inflamed tissues and 

solid tumours via the “enhanced permeability and retention effect” where the higher 

permeability of blood capillaries in these tissues increases the accumulation of 

macromolecules such as albumin [89]. For example, chemotherapeutic drugs such as 

doxorubicin and methotrexate covalently bound with exogenous albumin have been tested in 

cancer and rheumatoid arthritis models which demonstrated improved tumour uptake and 

treatment of arthritis compared with conventional formulations [90-92]. Also, a maleimide 

derivative of doxorubicin, which binds covalently with endogenous albumin following IV 

injection, has been proven to have enhanced antitumor efficacy and less toxicity in three 

mouse tumor models compared with the conventional from of doxorubicin [93]. In addition to 

coupling reactions, therapeutic peptides or proteins can be bound covalently with albumin via 

biotechnology. Albinterferon, a recombinant fusion protein consisting of interferon α-2b 

conjugated to human albumin, has an extended plasma half-life compared to non-conjugated 

interferon, and was tested for treatment of hepatitis and cancer in clinical trials [94]. Finally, 

exogenous albumin has also been used as a nanocarrier for drugs via physical entrapment. 

For example, albumin-bound paclitaxel is more effective compared to unconjugated paclitaxel 

in the treatment of metastatic breast cancer, which has led to the marketed albumin bound 

paclitaxel product Abraxane [95]. In summary, binding of therapeutics to endogenous or 

exogenous albumin has been utilized extensively for biomedical applications and to improve 
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the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of drugs. The interested reader is directed toward 

more comprehensive reviews of this subject [22, 24, 84, 96]. The possibility that these 

albumin-drug conjugates traffic through the lymphatic system after interstitial administration 

and whether this impacts their pharmacokinetics and therapeutic effect is yet to be 

investigated. In this review we focus on “albumin-hitchhiking” which involves non-covalent 

binding to albumin following injection. This delivery strategy has been investigated in an 

increasing number of studies as an approach to increase distribution to the lymphatics. 

 

5. Albumin-hitchhiking to target the lymphatics  

Almost 60% of albumin is present in the extravascular space, and the remaining 40% resides 

within the intravascular space [97]. Albumin constantly extravasates from blood to the 

interstitium such that the interstitial fluid concentration of albumin is ~20-30% lower than in 

plasma [98]. During fluid movement from blood capillaries to the interstitial space albumin 

leaves blood capillaries at a rate of ~5% per hour [25, 99]. The exact mechanism by which 

albumin leaves blood capillaries (either transcellular or paracellular pathway) has, however, 

not been identified [100]. Importantly, a significant proportion of albumin (estimated at up to 

97%) returns from the interstitial fluid to the blood circulation via the lymphatic system [38, 

101]. This is probably due to the relatively large size of albumin, which hinders permeability 

across the blood capillary endothelium. Additionally, albumin is swept toward the lymphatics 

via convective flow of fluid toward the lymphatics [37]. The rate at which albumin returns from 

the interstitial fluid to the blood circulation via lymphatics is variable and depends on interstitial 

space volume and lymphatic drainage rate [102, 103]. Albumin may be transported into the 

lymphatic vessels via transport between lymphatic endothelial cells (paracellular transport) 

and/or via active transport across lymphatic endothelial cells (transcellular pathway), as 

suggested by recent studies [38] (Figure 2). The quantitative importance of each of these 

pathways to lymphatic uptake of albumin in vivo is, however, currently not known. 

 

Following interstitial injection therapeutics and imaging agents that bind with high affinity to 

albumin may therefore be expected to have access to, and be transported by, the lymphatics 

[27, 104, 105] (Figure 2). Binding to albumin may occur directly, such as for drugs (e.g. 

levothyroxine) or imaging agents (e.g. EBD) that have high affinity for a binding pocket within 

albumin [106]. Alternatively, binding to albumin may be facilitated by attachment of the 

therapeutic or imaging agent to an ABM [26, 104, 107]. Lymphatic targeting via albumin-

hitchhiking is gaining increased attention, and is currently being utilized or explored for several 

clinical applications that are described below. Other albumin-based drug delivery systems 

(such as albumin-fusion proteins or albumin nanoparticles) [22, 24, 84] have not been utilised 

for lymphatic targeting. However, we hypothesize that all albumin-based drug delivery 
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systems will be transported via the lymphatics to some extent following interstitial 

administration. Future research should test this hypothesis. In this review we focus on 

lymphatic targeting by albumin-hitchhiking, and as such we will first summarise the molecular 

properties of drugs and ABM that can be optimised to enhance albumin binding and lymphatic 

uptake.  

 

6. Design of albumin binding moieties to enhance lymphatic uptake 

Many different types of ABMs have been identified and used to enhance pharmacokinetics 

and/or lymphatic targeting (Figure 4). The most commonly used ABMs are lipids and lipophilic 

moieties such as fatty acids, diacylglycerols, phospholipids, cholesterol and α-tocopherol [70-

75]. Different types of lipids have different binding affinity for albumin and may thus differ in 

their propensity to promote lymphatic uptake. For example, Liu et al [27] found that fatty acid 

(stearoyl, C18) conjugated cytosine-guanine-oligodeoxynucleotides (CpG-ODNs) and 

cholesterol-conjugated CpG-ODNs have low binding affinity for albumin, while diacyl-

conjugated CpG-ODNs have stronger binding affinity for albumin in vitro and enhanced 

accumulation in lymph nodes after SC injection in vivo. Liu et al [27] also noted CpG-ODNs 

that were conjugated with diacyls containing two stearoyl (C18) fatty acid moieties had more 

accumulation in the lymphatics than CpG-ODNs that were conjugated with diacyls containing 

fatty acids of shorter chain length (e.g. C12, C14, C16) that have lower albumin binding affinity. 

Other studies have found that even ABMs with relatively low affinity for albumin can promote 

lymphatic uptake. For example, Moynihan et al [108] demonstrated that conjugation of vaccine 

antigens and adjuvants with α-tocopherol (which has low albumin binding affinity) increased 

lymphatic uptake and immunogenicity. ABMs with low albumin binding affinity such as α-

tocopherol might be able to support lymphatic uptake as there is a high concentration of 

albumin in the interstitial fluid and high albumin turnover into lymph [109].  
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Figure 4: Chemical structure of commonly employed ABMs that are used to promote lymphatic 

targeting following interstitial injection, enhance tumour targeting and extend peptide half-life. 

 

Lipids and lipophilic moieties have thus been utilized to facilitate albumin-hitchhiking with 

promising results. However, conjugation with lipid motifs might not be practical for many drugs 

because of the negative impact of lipidation on aqueous solubility. In this respect, other non-

lipid-based ABMs have been utilized to support lymphatic targeting, including EBD and 

albumin-binding peptides. Several peptides of variable structures (e.g. linear or cyclized) have 

been shown to have high albumin binding affinity [26]. Of these peptides, cyclized albumin 

binding peptides have been utilized in lymphatic targeting [108, 110]. An advantage of albumin 

binding peptides is that they can be easily conjugated with other peptides and proteins [111]. 

Non-lipid-based ABMs can support excellent lymphatic uptake, and many have higher 

aqueous solubility, which makes their attachment to poorly water-soluble drugs more suitable 

for administration compared with lipid-based ABMs.  

 

Water solubility issues with lipid-based ABMs or cyclized albumin-binding peptides can also 

be overcome by incorporating a spacer with increased aqueous solubility, such as 

polyethylene glycol (PEG). However, the length of PEG spacer is very important. One study 

found that use of a short PEG spacer resulted in insertion of a ABM-PEG conjugated drugs 
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into the plasma membrane of cells in the interstitium, which reduced lymphatic uptake 

following interstitial administration [27]. It is worth mentioning that PEG spacers may also have 

additional pharmacokinetic advantages. For instance, they may enhance the stability of 

therapeutics such as peptides and antigens by protecting them from degrading enzymes such 

as serum proteases [108].  

 

Several factors may be explored to further enhance the lymphatic targeting capability of 

albumin-hitchhiking constructs. First, optimization of the affinity of current ABMs, or using 

alternative ABMs with better albumin binding affinity, might increase lymphatic uptake and 

thus improve the efficacy and toxicity profile of drugs with lymph-resident targets. However, 

higher albumin binding affinity might also have a paradoxical effect: drugs might not dissociate 

from albumin at target sites in the lymphatics. Also worthy of consideration is that ABMs can 

lose their binding affinity for albumin when they are conjugated with drugs [112]. Further, 

therapeutic efficacy of some drugs might be significantly affected once these drugs are 

attached to an ABM. Conjugating the same antigen with different ABMs can, for example, 

impact the immunogenicity of antigens. For example, priming of T-cells was found to be higher 

when an antigen was conjugated to diacylglycerol as an ABM, compared with a cyclized 

albumin binding peptide [108]. However, it was not clear in this study whether the difference 

in immunogenicity was related to lymphatic uptake or another mechanism. If both ABMs have 

the same lymphatic uptake, then the variability in immunogenicity may be solved by 

incorporating a releasing linker between the drug and ABM. 

 

The choice of chemical linker between the drug and ABM is another important consideration 

to optimise albumin-hitchhiking, lymphatic uptake and therapeutic effect. The majority of 

studies to date have used stable permanent linkers that do not release the drug or imaging 

agent from the ABM. However, in some cases it may be desirable for the drug to be released 

from the ABM in order to have effect, especially if conjugating the drug with an ABM reduces 

efficacy by reducing binding with targets. Where the drug is not released from the ABM, the 

type of linker chemistry may affect the efficacy of the therapeutic, and this should also be taken 

into consideration in the linker design. However, Moynihan et al [108] found no statistical 

difference in immunogenicity of antigens linked to ABMs via three distinct conjugation 

chemistries. The type of linker may also alter drug disposition and lymphatic uptake. For 

example, as mentioned earlier, the use of short PEG spacers was associated with insertion of 

ABM-PEG conjugated drugs into the plasma membrane of cells in the interstitium, which 

reduced lymphatic uptake following interstitial administration [27]. Interstitial injection of 

polymeric prodrugs conjugated with ABMs might also facilitate increased mass transport of 

drug into lymph compared to conjugating a drug directly to the ABM by enabling multiple drug 
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molecules to be attached to the one albumin binding construct. The design of both the ABM 

and linker are thus important to optimise lymphatic uptake and effect. The route of 

administration is another factor to consider, as previous studies with liposomes have 

suggested that lymphatic uptake may be higher after intradermal compared to SC 

administration, since lymph flow and interstitial pressure are higher in the skin compared with 

the SC tissue [113]. These important issues require further research. 

 

7. Biomedical applications of albumin-hitchhiking to target the lymphatics 

Lymphatic targeting by albumin-hitchhiking has been applied pre-clinically to enhance vaccine 

efficacy [27, 104, 108, 114-116], to identify and image lymph nodes (such as in cancer) [106, 

117-120], and to treat autoimmune diseases [121] and infectious diseases [73]. To date the 

only clinically translated products targeting the lymphatics through albumin-hitchhiking are 

imaging agents such as Patent blue dye and EBD, which are used for sentinel lymph node 

detection in cancer patients [81, 118]. Potentially, more applications will be translated to 

humans in the near future because of the promising results of albumin-hitchhiking approaches 

to target the lymphatics in animal models. Below, we summarise and discuss promising 

findings from pre-clinical and clinical studies that have used an albumin-hitchhiking approach 

to target the lymphatics. 

 

8a. Albumin-hitchhiking molecular vaccines 

The most evaluated application in the literature for albumin-hitchhiking approaches is to target 

the lymph node to enhance vaccine efficacy. Vaccines contain agents that harness the 

immune system to prevent diseases such as infections (prophylactic vaccines) or to treat 

certain diseases such as cancer (therapeutic vaccines). Several types of vaccines have been 

developed and used in clinical practice, including inactivated and attenuated pathogens, and 

subunit vaccines [122]. Subunit vaccines contain antigens such as proteins, peptides or 

polysaccharides. Following interstitial injection, antigens are engulfed by antigen-presenting 

cells (e.g. dendritic cells) either at the injection site or following transit to the draining lymph 

node. Antigen-presenting cells process the antigens and present them on major 

histocompatibility complex (MHC) proteins on their surface. Within the lymph node, antigen-

presenting cells present the antigens to lymphocytes leading to the generation of cellular 

and/or humoral immune responses [123]. Compared with other vaccine types, subunit 

vaccines typically have less side effects but are also less immunogenic [124]. In order to boost 

the immunogenicity of subunit vaccines, they are usually co-administered with adjuvants [124].  

 

A number of therapeutic subunit vaccines have been developed in the last decade to 

potentiate cancer treatment [125]. Cancer vaccines typically stimulate immune function to help 
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eradicate cancer [126]. However, most cancer vaccines developed to date have been unable 

to significantly improve cancer treatment, and such vaccines can be associated with side 

effects which reduce health-related quality of life [127, 128]. To achieve an effective immune 

response following injection, vaccine antigens and adjuvants must access LN or lymphoid 

tissue resident immune cells [126, 129, 130]. Conventional formulations of submit antigens or 

adjuvants in soluble form may suffer from poor disposition to LNs, lymphoid organs and 

immune cells, resulting in poor efficacy. The suboptimal response following the administration 

of some vaccines can be explained by insufficient exposure to and effect on target immune 

cells which reside in the lymph nodes and lymphoid tissue [126, 129, 130]. Many approaches 

have thus been implemented to enhance lymphatic uptake and/or immunogenicity of vaccines 

such as incorporation into nano-sized carriers [131], co-administration with adjuvants such as 

depot-forming water-in-oil emulsions [132], or using albumin-hitchhiking approaches [27, 104, 

108, 114-116] which is the focus here (Figure 5).  

 

Many pre-clinical studies have confirmed that promoting lymphatic uptake of vaccine antigens 

and adjuvants through incorporation into nano-carriers enhances vaccine efficacy [126, 133-

137]. The majority of existing nano-carriers are designed to exhibit many desirable properties, 

such as surface engineering to reduce nonspecific tissue interactions, adjustments to improve 

encapsulation efficiency, and inclusion of targeting ligands to increase delivery to immune 

cells [138]. Due to this high degree of engineering, the clinical translation of nano-carrier 

vaccines may be restrained by issues such as difficulties with large scale manufacture, 

formulation, quality control (high batch-to-batch variation) and unknown safety profiles [139-

141]. Theoretically, the application of simpler molecular vaccines that hitchhike on albumin to 

enhance lymphatic targeting and efficacy might overcome these obstacles [104]. 

 

In the first publication to describe an albumin-hitchhiking approach to enhance lymphatic 

uptake of vaccine antigens and adjuvants [27] Liu et al conjugated CpG-ODN 

(oligodinucleotide) adjuvants and peptide antigens to lipid-based ABMs (such as a distearoyl 

(C18:0) lipids). Conjugation of peptide antigens with the lipid-based ABM was achieved via a 

solubility enhancing polymer (PEG) spacer. Conjugation to the ABM profoundly increased 

CpG and antigen uptake into lymph nodes following SC administration in mice compared with 

SC administration of unconjugated CpG-ODNs and antigens. The increase in lymphatic 

uptake was associated with an increase in antigen-specific, cytokine-producing CD8+ T-cells 

and enhanced cytolytic activity. Lipid-conjugated CpG-ODN adjuvants and peptide antigens 

(Trp2 antigen) also dramatically enhanced anti-tumour efficacy in a mouse model of B16F10 

melanoma. The systemic toxicity of CpG-ODNs, including splenomegaly and plasma 

concentrations of IL-6 and IL-12, was also significantly reduced when conjugated to albumin 
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binding lipids. Other research teams have noted similar reductions in adjuvant toxicity with 

application of the albumin-hitchhiking approach to target lymph [104, 114]. 

 

 

Figure 5: Albumin-hitchhiking approach to target vaccines to the lymph node and enhance 

immunogenicity. 1) Following administration, the antigen binds to albumin and is taken up into the initial 

lymphatic vessels that join afferent lymphatic vessels that flow into the lymph node. 2) The antigen is 

processed and presented on the surface of dendritic cells. 3) Dendritic cells present the antigen to T 

cells in the T-cell zone in the lymph node. 4) Naïve T cells are transformed into primed T cells and leave 

the lymph node through the efferent lymphatic vessel. 

 

More recently, Moynihan et al [108] evaluated lymphatic uptake and immunogenicity of 

vaccine antigens and adjuvants conjugated to lipid-free ABMs, such as cyclized albumin-

binding peptides, and a lipid-based ABM (α-tocopherol). Conjugation of melanoma gp100 

antigen (EGP20) to a cyclized albumin-binding peptide increased vaccine uptake into inguinal 

and axillary lymph nodes and increased antigen-specific CD8+ T cells following SC injection 

to mice. Conjugation of CpG-ODNs to α-tocopherol also increased lymphatic uptake and 

resulted in a 10-fold increase in ovalbumin-specific CD8+ T-cells following SC immunisation 

together with antigen (ovalbumin) in mice. The conjugation of α-tocopherol to EGP20 antigen 

via a PEG spacer also enhanced immunogenicity.  

 

In an alternate approach, Zhu et al [104] conjugated CpG-ODN adjuvants and antigens with 

an albumin binding EBD derivative. This increased lymphatic uptake, reduced toxicity and 

enhanced vaccine efficacy in mice following SC administration. When EBD-CpG-ODN 
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adjuvant and EBD-Trp2 antigen conjugates were administered in combination with other 

cancer therapeutics (anti-PD-1 and albumin-bound paclitaxel), a more profound anticancer 

activity was achieved compared with the cancer therapeutics alone in a B16F10 melanoma 

mouse model [104].  

 

Albumin-hitchhiking can thus enhance lymphatic uptake and efficacy of vaccines after SC 

administration leading to enhanced treatment of cancer. Albumin-hitchhiking vaccines have 

also been administered via other alternate administration routes. For example, An et al [115] 

evaluated transdermal and intradermal delivery of vaccines that contained CpG-ODN 

adjuvants conjugated to a lipid-based ABM (1,2-distearoly-sn-glycero-3-phosphethanolamine) 

administered with ovalbumin antigen. The vaccines were administered to mice in either 

dissolving microneedle-arrays or via intradermal injection. The lymphatic uptake of lipid-

conjugated CpG-ODNs after transdermal delivery in dissolving microneedle-arrays and 

intradermal injection was higher compared with intradermal injection of unconjugated CpG-

ODNs. Also, cellular and humoral immune responses were enhanced significantly upon 

administration of the antigen and lipid-conjugated CpG-ODNs in dissolving microneedle-

arrays or via intradermal injections, compared with intradermal injection of antigen with 

unconjugated CpG-ODNs.  

 

It is clear from the discussion above that attaching an ABM with vaccines can promote their 

lymphatic uptake, enhance their efficacy, and reduce their toxicity. However, conjugation to 

ABMs and binding to albumin following interstitial administration of vaccines and adjuvants 

may enhance immunogenicity by mechanisms other than promoting lymphatic accumulation, 

such as by altering vaccine or adjuvant stability or uptake and processing by immune cells. 

This was, for example, evaluated  by Wang et al [116] who attached a peptide vaccine antigen 

(OVA 257-264 peptide (sequence: SIINFEKL)) with a fusion protein that incorporated immune-

tolerant elastin-like polypeptide and an ABM (protein G derived 46-residue protein domain) 

with very high affinity to albumin. The albumin-bound fusion protein-antigen conjugate was 

able to increase activation of B3Z cells (a CD8+ T-cell hybridoma expressing a T cell receptor 

that recognises SIINFEEKL) in vitro 2-fold compared with unbound fusion protein-antigen 

conjugate. Further investigations were then conducted to understand the mechanism behind 

this finding. They found that antigen presentation by dendritic cells was boosted 5-fold upon 

in vitro exposure to the albumin-bound fusion protein-antigen conjugate compared with 

unbound fusion protein-antigen conjugate. The authors found that increased accumulation in 

the dendritic cell cytosol and endosomal/lysosomal stability might explain the enhancement in 

antigen presentation. These findings might also explain the enhanced immunogenicity of other 

ABM conjugated adjuvants and antigens discussed above. Interestingly, Moynihan et al [108] 
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found that the presence or absence of an albumin binding phospholipid-PEG moiety on an 

antigen did not affect uptake, processing and presentation of antigens by dendritic cells in 

vitro. These results support that albumin binding (not the presence of an ABM) is necessary 

for enhanced dendritic cell presentation of antigens. 

 

The utilisation of an albumin hitchhiking strategy to target the lymphatics has been most 

studied in the context of enhancing the immune response following vaccination. However 

challenges remain, such as identifying the optimal structures to not only enhance lymphatic 

uptake, but also to promote targeting to, uptake into, presentation by and activation of the 

correct immune cell types. Translation to the clinic has not occurred but is in sight, and this 

will require further profiling of the acute and long-term efficacy and toxicity of these 

approaches. 

 

8b. Albumin-hitchhiking for lymph node identification and imaging  

Mechanisms to identify and image the lymphatics and lymph nodes are important to many 

diseases involving the lymphatics. For instance, many cancers, such as prostate and breast 

cancer, metastasise to other tissues in the body via lymphatics wherein the draining (sentinel) 

lymph node can be the first site for metastasis [142]. Thus, the detection of sentinel lymph 

nodes is important to evaluate a patient’s prognosis and treatment outcomes [142]. The most 

commonly used method to detect sentinel lymph nodes in cancer patients involves intradermal 

or SC injection of a radiocolloid contrast agent (e.g. 99mTc) and an albumin-binding dye that is 

cleared via the lymphatics such as EBD or Patent blue dye [143]. Typically, the radiocolloid 

contrast agent is injected locally near the tumour several hours before surgery, whereas the 

albumin-binding blue dye is injected a few minutes before surgical resection of the tumour. 

The radiocolloid contrast agents and vital dyes have different absorption and distribution rates 

following local injection, which is the cause behind the separate administration of these agents 

[118]. The radiocolloid contrast agent can be imaged by single photon emission computed 

tomography (SPECT) or gamma camera, whereas dyes like EBD enable visual identification 

of the lymph node by the blue colour. The coadministration of radiocolloid contrast agents with 

dyes improves the detection rate of sentinel lymph nodes compared with using the dye alone 

[144].  

 

Dyes such as Evans blue and Patent blue have thus been extensively used in the clinic to 

visualize sentinel lymph nodes in various cancers because of their binding affinity for albumin 

in the interstitial fluid, which results in uptake into the draining lymphatics and sentinel lymph 

nodes [118]. Recently, in preclinical studies radiocolloid contrast agents have been replaced 

with fluorescent probes or radioactive blue dyes that utilize an albumin-hitchhiking approach 
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to target lymph nodes [106, 110, 117, 120]. Tsopelas et al [120] compared a 99mTc–Evans blue 

conjugate with a 99mTc–antimony trisulfide colloid/Patent blue conjugate for their potential to 

identify sentinel lymph nodes in a sheep model. 99mTc–Evans blue was associated with better 

identification of sentinel lymph nodes (the ratio of radioactivity in sentinel lymph nodes to 

radioactivity in second-tier nodes was higher).  

 

Samanta et al [117] also developed an albumin-binding near-infrared fluorescent probe, and 

tested its ability to locate cancer cells in sentinel lymph nodes in a mouse cancer model (4T1). 

The probe was designed to turn-on a fluorescence signal in the NIR/far-red region upon 

binding with endogenous albumin and also to localise within lipid droplets with low polarity 

which is a special feature of the cancer cell microenvironment. Ultimately, this can facilitate 

identification of metastases in the sentinel lymph node for resection and biopsy purposes. The 

use of fluorescent probes to detect sentinel lymph nodes can bypass many obstacles 

associated with the use of radiocolloid contrast agent, such as high cost, poor spatial 

resolution, low sensitivity, and the concern of radiation exposure [145].  

 

An albumin-hitchhiking approach has also been applied to 3T MRI lymphography to detect 

alterations in lymph fluid drainage through sentinel lymph nodes in a mouse model of B16F10 

melanoma [146]. Fluid drainage was assessed via 3T MRI following SC injection of 

Gadofosveset trisodium into both rear feet, this substance having high binding affinity with 

albumin and forming a small nanoparticle of 4 nm diameter on binding to albumin in vivo. 

Gadofosveset trisodium appeared to accumulate more in sentinel lymph nodes compared with 

lymph nodes on the opposite side of the body to the injection site, although the difference was 

not statistically significant.  

 

In addition to application in cancer, albumin-hitchhiking has been applied for in vivo imaging 

of inflamed lymph nodes [106, 147]. Wen et al evaluated the use of radio-iodinated (131I) 4-(p-

iodophenyl) butyric acid (a fatty acid which binds to albumin) to image the blood pool, tumour 

and inflamed lymph nodes in a mouse model of inflammation [147]. The probe was detected 

at a high signal-to-noise ratio in inflamed lymph nodes via SPECT. Albumin-hitchhiking can 

thus be effectively used to direct imaging agents to the lymphatic vessels and lymph nodes 

which has potential application in the diagnosis and monitoring of lymphatic diseases such as 

cancer and inflammation. 

 

8c. Treatment of autoimmune diseases and chronic inflammation 
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Lymphatic dysfunction has been reported to contribute to the pathology of several autoimmune 

diseases and chronic inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory 

bowel disease [148, 149]. Lymphatic vessels play a critical role in clearing fluid and immune 

cells from inflamed tissues. Additionally, the lymphatic system is an important site for the 

acquisition of immune tolerance and generation of immune responses. Lymphangiogenesis 

occurs at sites of inflammation and this influences the progression of autoimmune and 

inflammatory diseases [9]. Thus, the lymphatics are an important target site to treat 

autoimmune diseases and chronic inflammatory diseases, and albumin-hitchhiking 

approaches to target therapeutics to the lymphatics have the potential to enhance disease 

treatment. So far only one study has explored an albumin-hitchhiking approach to facilitate 

treatment of an autoimmune disease. In that study, Yu et al [121] conjugated an 

immunosuppressive ODN with an ABM (diacyl lipid) and compared its effects to unconjugated 

ODN. The lipid-conjugated ODNs facilitated greater uptake into lymph nodes, enhanced 

inhibition of toll like receptor (TLR) activation, and more effectively suppressed antigen-

specific immune reactions compared with unconjugated immunosuppressive ODNs following 

SC injection in mice. When investigated in vitro, the lipid-conjugated ODN had greater uptake 

into dendritic cells and more effectively inhibited TLR-9 compared with unconjugated ODN. 

Lipidation may have thus enhanced the immunosuppressive effect by increasing lipophilicity, 

membrane permeability and uptake by antigen presenting cells. This study supports the 

significant potential to enhance treatment of autoimmune diseases and chronic inflammation 

using albumin-hitchhiking approaches to target lymphatics, and indicates the importance of 

future studies in this area. 

 

8d. Treatment of infections 

The lymphatic system is involved in the pathogenesis of several infectious diseases, both in 

facilitating the immune response and in being a site of infection. For example, infections such 

as lymphatic filariasis and tuberculosis, and viruses including HIV, hepatitis and Ebola, set up 

reservoirs within the lymphatics [13, 15, 16, 150, 151]. Therapeutics typically distribute to the 

lymphatics in low concentrations after administration via common routes, and for therapeutics 

used to treat lymph-resident infections this may result in persistent infection in lymphatic 

tissues [151, 152]. For example, HIV sets up reservoirs and replicates within lymphatic tissues, 

and low distribution of antiretroviral drugs to lymphatic tissues has been correlated with 

persistent HIV replication [151]. So whilst there have certainly been major advancements in 

antiretroviral treatment for HIV over the past 20 years such that HIV is now a manageable 

disease, HIV is only suppressed and not eradicated by current therapies. This requires that 

patients  take their antiretroviral medication indefinitely.  
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Delivery systems that target anti-infectives to the lymphatic system (such as nanocarriers and 

albumin-hitchhiking approaches) may thus provide enhanced treatment efficacy for lymph-

resident infections [153-155]. As an example, Frich et al [73] conjugated the antiviral acyclovir 

via a disulphide linkage to polymers (poly(N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide) attached with 

a high affinity lipid-based ABM (1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine). The main 

aim of this study was to extend the pharmacokinetics of the drug acyclovir. Nonetheless, the 

study provided interesting results on the lymphatic uptake of the albumin-hitchhiking polymers. 

The lipidated polymer had increased uptake into the lymph nodes following SC injection in 

mice compared to non-lipidated polymer. The lipidated polymer also had extended plasma 

residence time after SC administration compared to IV administration and in comparison to 

the non-lipidated polymer. This was suggested to be the result of albumin binding and to be a 

potential advantage in providing a long acting formulation. The lipidated polymer-acyclovir 

conjugate was also effective in suppressing viral replication in vitro and in eradicating virus in 

vivo after SC administration in a mouse model of vaginal herpes simplex 2. Future studies will 

aim to determine if the albumin-hitchhiking lipidated polymer-antiviral constructs are superior 

to constructs that do not bind albumin.  

 

8. Conclusion 

The role of lymphatic function in the development and progression of a range of diseases is 

now recognised. This has intensified research into the design and application of delivery 

systems to target the lymphatics for imaging, diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Two main 

strategies have been successfully implemented to increase lymphatic uptake of small 

molecule drugs following interstitial injection: incorporation into nano-sized carriers, and 

hitchhiking onto endogenous trafficking pathways for immune cells or albumin. Dyes that 

hitchhike on albumin trafficking pathways have been employed for some time in the clinic to 

facilitate sentinel lymph node imaging. An increasing number of pre-clinical studies have 

demonstrated other potential benefits of lymphatic targeting via albumin-hitchhiking, including 

enhanced vaccination and immunomodulator efficacy. Further studies will no doubt explore 

benefits in other lymphatic related diseases such as treatment of cancer metastases, 

infections, metabolic diseases, and acute and critical illness. Conjugating ABMs with drugs 

can have additional potential benefits such as prolonging plasma circulation half-life, 

enhancing therapeutic stability in the blood circulation and altering uptake into target cells and 

tissues. Both lipid-based ABMs and non-lipid ABMs (e.g. specific dyes and peptides) have 

been used to promote albumin binding. Further studies could usefully explore the optimal 

design of ABMs and the linker between drug and ABM to enhance not only lymphatic uptake 

and efficacy of different types of therapeutics and imaging agents, but also delivery, release 

and activity on target cells. Studies that compare different delivery approaches (e.g. albumin 
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hitchhiking, nanocarriers, antibodies etc) for similar therapeutics in terms of lymphatic uptake 

and therapeutic effects are lacking; such studies deserve to be performed in the near future 

to identify the pros and cons of each approach. Although the albumin-hitchhiking approach to 

target lymphatics has been applied to a relatively small number of applications (including 

vaccines, lymph node identification and imaging, autoimmune diseases and infectious 

diseases), we expect more applications to treat or prevent additional lymph-derived diseases 

in the near future. 
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